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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Until recently both educators and the general public believed that the 
usual educative and training processes were not applicable to children of 
very limited intelligence, particularly to children with intelligence quoti-
ents of fifty or lower. · Such children were not considered to be a responsi-
bility of public education; it was not until 1941 that Boston accepted for 
training children in this category. 
In the past decade, however, there has been a very marked change in 
philosophy and practice in this area. New organizations, national and local, 
I 
devoted to this segment of the educational field, have increased and multi-
plied in remarkable fashion. 
This new and growing interest in trainable mentally retarded children 
has brought much new legislation, new conmmni ty attitudes and programs, many 
.new public day school classes where previously there had been none; such 
•! children have now been released from their homes to acceptance and participa-
tion in this new concept of public and private education. 
As a consequence of this growth, there has been an increasing demand 
for specialized knowledge in this field. Such interest wants information, 
on history, on achievement goals, on standards and programs, and constant mu-
,tual exchange of techniques and experiences among the educators and parents 
throughout the nation. 
It seems fitting and desirable, therefore, that those engaged in this 
stimulating work of discovering new knowledge and rolling back discrimnatory 
barriers should pause to examine origins, growth, present levels of informa-
,tion, present techniques, and future possibilities, all of which might be ex-
pressed in another way as taking stock of the philosophy, goals and prooed-
ures, in current thinking and practice, in the establishment of classes for 
trainable mentally retarded children. 
The rapid acceleration of developments in this field within the past 
ten years and the intense activity in Massachusetts within the past two 
years, which culminated in the Act of Yay 28, 1954, Chapter 514, establish-
ing a Division of Special Education, demand an integration of our knowledge 
and resources in order to cope with current changes as well as to be prepared 
for further advances, to be capable of participating in such progress. 
From a situation in which standard authorities used to deplore the 
paucity of valid, published material in this work with the trainable retarded, 
we have now, within the past few years, seen a veritable flood of pamphlets, 
jprograms and papers on the subject. What is new? What is now discredited? 
~at is repetitious? What are common factors? What are common goals? What 
is the majority opinion? Is there a minority opinion? What can be foreseen 
for the immediate or remote future? Such questions readily suggest the~ 
I 
·! selves. 
The writer believes that it would be a worthy task, at this particular 
time, to examine the literature and attempt to extract reasonable answers to 
,such inquiries; in other words, to evaluate present ideas as to philosophy, 
goals and procedures in work with trainable mentally retarded children. 
#,- The writer must emphasize at the outset that the goals and procedures 
2 
considered are only those thought to be suitable for the trainable, not the 
educable, mentally retarded child. Until so vary recently, the trainable 
were institutionalized or retained within their own homes so most of the lit-
erature of the retarded in the public schools, unless it specifically defines 
I 
its area otherwise, is probably speaking of what we now distinguish as educa-
ble retarded. Even some of the most prominent authorities dismissed the 
trainable with a paragraph or so a few years ago; today opinions are being 
re-examined and judgments are being expressed more guardedly. 
New terms are being devised as the result of increased experience, 
thought and teaching. The struggle for more exact thinking and expression 
is shading old terms and creating new ones. "Idiot" and "imbecile" are less 
frequently encountered, "mentally deficient" is fading, and "relative" or "ab-
solute," "trainable" or "custodial" and, of late, even "moderate" and "severe" 
have become familiar while "moron" and "border-line" and "mentally handicap-
pad" are being softened into "educable," "mild," "relative" and even "slow-
l!learner," although the latter more nearly corresponds to ndull normal." Kan-
lj 
· ner has described a class of "apparent" feeble-minded which, after testing 
I 
and training, are found to have been misjudged or misolassified in the first 
instance. As Kanner suggests, the nomenclature in this field needs a com-
plate overhauling and re-expression.1 
For the purposes of this paper, however, it must be stated that the 
writer is concerned only with trainable mentally retarded, in a public day 
I 
school program, and the goals and procedures are selected for that limited 
~purpose. The philosophy of the movement, insofar as it is discussed, e~ 
braces the whole field. 
1 Leo A. Kanner, "Miniature Textbook of Feeblemindedness," Child Care 
Monographs, No. l. New York: Child Care Publications, 1949. 
3 
What is meant by trainable mentally retarded? 
The early definition of Tredgold, despite various later refinements, 
is still a clear explanation of what constitutes mental deficiency.He wrote: 
"A state of incomplete mental development of such a kind and degree that the 
individual is incapable of adapting himself to the normal environment of his 
fellows in such a way as to maintain existence independently of supervision, 
I 
control, or external support."Z 
Another definition that is starkly simple is that of Hungerford, and 
his colleagues, who declare: "No retardate is capable of getting enough from 
'ordinary schooling to enable him to meet satisfactorily the demands of liv-
ing. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
This is the distinguishing feature of mental deficiency."S 
"Trainable" is a modern term for children whose intelligence quotients 
fall within twenty and fifty, generally speaking; under twenty is still con-
sidered merely custodial. Between twenty and fifty is the group with which 
we are concerned. They have been characterized as "absolute," as "moderate," 
and as "mentally deficient" by various theoreticians. The currently popular 
term for this category is, as we have been using it, "trainable." This par-
1ticular determination does not stem from any one test result any longer but 
is the net finding or conclusion after use of a large battery of tests of 
I 
Ill8llY kinds. Brain-injured, pre-psychotic and emotionally disturbed children 
may fall within these limits although their etiologies and prognoses will be 
as different as their specific disabilities. 
4 
As late as 1951 Kirk and Johnson characterised these trainable children 
2 A.F.Tredgold, A Textbook of Mental Deficiency, 6th edition. Balti-
more: William Wood and Company, 1937, p.4. 
3 Richard H. Hungerford, Chiris J. DeProspo,a.nd Louis E. Rosenzweig, 
"The Non-Academic Pupil," American Journal of Mental Deficiency, 8:,:547-557, 
.,April, 1949, p.551. 
as mentally deficient and agreed with Doll and Kanner that they were nirreme-
diable" and "from a public school point of view,this child would be excluded 
from both regular and special classes." What could be done for them? They 
could be committed to institutions~ given custodial care in their awn homes 
or "public schools can organize custodial classes within the public school 
system for the care~ training and supervision of the trainable mentally defi-
cient child (imbeoile)." The noted authors went on to say that "such child-
ren ••••• through training (not education as we usually conceive it) could be 
taught to function socially at a higher level around the home and neighbor-
hood."' 
Kirk concluded his discussion of the trainable mentally retarded child-
ren with the observation that: "Such classes are today very rare in school 
systems but may increase as society organizes for them in communities~ rather 
than only in institutions. 115 
So enthusiastic and zealous are the workers and parents in this field, 
so rapidly is the movement for social education organizing and spreading~that 
today, hardly three years since Kirk and Johnson expressed their conclusions, 
quoted supra, Massachusetts has enacted legislation that compels every commun-
ity in the Commonwealth, which has five or more trainable mentally retarded 
children within its boundaries, to provide educational facilities for such 
children, in the spirit of modern learning and philosophy, and under the su-
pervisory control of a new Division of Special Education. 
The material studied as the basis of this paper was found in the liter-
ature, that is, in books, magazines, pamphlets, papers and reprints;by a fo~ 
4: Samuel A. Kirk and G.Orville Johnson, Educating ~ Retarded Child. 
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1951, p.9. 
5 ~·· p.lO. 
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letter addressed to the Department of Education of each of our forty eight 
States, requesting current information as to the status of policies, pro-
grams and facilities; by recourse to an unpublished paper of the writer, pre-
pared in 1952, which described the philosophy, goals and procedures of a pub-
lic school class for trainables at Quincy, Massachusetts; by reviewing recent 
Massachusetts committee reports and enacted legislation; and, finally, by a 
visit to New York and a personal conference at the headquarters there of the 
National Association for Retarded Children. Many selected references, cited 
by leaders or emphasized in the literature, were followed up by writing to 
such sources for the material suggested, and responses usually came in the 
form of pamphlets or mimeographed sheets. 
Three huge analytical charts were made on large yellow sheets, one for 
the national response from Departments of Education, one for goals and one 
for procedures. They were intended as a method of recording and classifying 
so that the material identified could be analyzed, compared, and summarized; 
so that similarities and variations could be readily discerned. These ar-
rangements were of particular value in charting goals and procedures. 
The goals which are reported in that section of the paper were grad-
ually formed into twelve main sections, as they emerged from the literature. 
There were from five to thirty sub-headings under each principal section. Ra-
ther than become hopelessly enmeshed in footnotes, and fearing to slight any 
contributor, the names of the sources were posted, each at the head of a col-
umn, the divisions stretching to the right of the stated goals across the pa-
ges for as many columns as there were citations. For example, the columnar 
headings were Hill, Kirk, Johnson, Heck, Pollocks, Strauss, Martens, Ingram, 
Wallin, and so on, as well as schools, States and other sources. A mark was 
made in each column if the author named thereon had identified any of the 
1
principal goals or sub-goals. !he obvious truth appeared to be that the 
authorities were essentially in agreement in all but a few areas; such sub-
jects as hours, class organization and eligibility, as revealed some differ-
ence of opinion, were reserved for discussion in the appropriate section of 
the paper. All contributors who made significant suggestions are identified' 
in the bibliography. 
The construction of the procedures chapter was carried through in the 
same form and manner. Here again, there was little difference of opinion 
in essential matters although some writers emphasized one aspect and others 
.another; here, too, every item mentioned had some supporting opinion. 
The report on the forty eight States was organized in the same way, 
except that the names of the States were listed in the left-hand column and 
the columns across the page were headed as follows: Letter mailed; Responded; 
Did not reply; Special educational services; Special services for mentally 
retarded; Services for educable mentally retarded; Services for trainable 
mentally retarded; Legislation pending; Legislation proposed; Permissive 
legislation; Responded to second letter. Appropriate markings recorded the 
position of each State as to the columnar categories. Between the first and 
second general letters, recourse was had to Chapter Five, Statistics of Spe-
cial Education for Exceptional Children, 1952-53, issued by the Office of Ed-
ucation under the title of the United States Department of Health, Education 
and Welfare. This report, used vdth the responses from the States, or in 
lieu of responses when none were made or were so indefinite as to be of lit-
tle or no value, supplied the answers to our inquiries. It must be admitte~ 
however, that this project did not meet original expectations. The fact 
that some States could not or would not report clearly to the Federal Govern-
ment al1eviated same of the sting of disappointment experienced by the write~ 
7 
When the three main work-sheets had accumulated most of the material 
for which they had been set up, an outline was prepared and received the ap-
proval of the faculty advisor. 
Chapter II will be concerned with the philosophy of this movement; 
Chapter III with goals; Chapter IVwith procedures; all in relation to set-
ting up a public day school class for trainable mentally retarded children. 
Chapter V will note significant findings, if any, and will conclude 
the present inquiry. 
8 
CH.APTER II 
PHILOSOPHY 
From earliest times the phenomenon of gross mental deficiency has been 
familiar to the human race and various methods or principles have emerged 
from the experience of centuries of living with the problems it presents • . In 
this sense, the term "philosophy," as used in this paper, is understood to 
mean "the study of the principles of a particular subject of knowledge."1 
The various p~nciples, theories, and developments are set forth in histori-
cal sequence because, in their entirety, they express the philosophies of 
past and present. 
In a secondary sense, the moral and social philosophy of a race or na-
tion may be traced out in its historical development and, to that extent,this 
paper will briefly consider the basic, technically non-educational, princi-
ples of behavior and thinking that have nourished and stimulated the scienti-
fie, educational growth in this great work of bringing the mentally handicap-
ped into a more meaningf'ul existence, less of a burden and more of a social 
asset, as the modern concept sees them. This development is most readily 
recognized in the official acts and goals of our constituted governmental 
authorities, particularly in their legislative acts. The tremendous value 
of their support to education cannot be minimized but the ultimate well-
1 The New Centucit Dictionary, H.G.Emery and K.G.Brewster, editors; 
New York: iJ.Ippleton-Cen ury Company,l9~8, p.UOO. . 
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spring of their interest comes from the democratic general population for 
whom they speak and act. 
Except for a few scant, incidental references, one cannot find de-
scriptive material, or even evidence of specific recognition, of grossly re-
tarded children in ancient and medieval times. It is generally understood, · 
however, that such unfortunates were considered a liability in early sooie-
ties, particularly those which emphasized military prowess, and they were es-
sentially an abused or neglected element of the population. :Menial tasks , 
if any, in rural economies and beggary in towns was their probable lot;their 
lives were undoubtedly short, unhappy and obscure. Pagan beliefs or super-
stitions might have marked them as menaces or scapegoats at times or, in some 
.eras, as darlings of the gods. 
The spread of Christianity, with its concepts of charity and brother-
hood of man, marked a distinct advance in the acceptance of the severely men-
'tally retarded. Although no particular effort was made to understand them 
or to improve their lot, they were considered to be fellow beings, children 
of God in common with crippled, blind, and other handicapped, perhaps a lit-
tle better accepted than the insane, because they did not generate the uneasy 
I 
fear caused by the mentally ill. It is undoubtedly true that medieval mon-
asteries and feudal lords knew the simpletons and of'f'ere.d them some degree of 
protection and care, depending upon the state of the times and their own re-
sources. 
It was not until sixteen hundred years after Christ that history speci-
f'ioally noted an instance when these handicapped ever-children were the sub-
ject of special care. Baker tells us that "as early as the beginning of the 
seventeenth century, a ohateau to shelter unfortunates, including the feeble-
minded, was begun by Saint Vincent de Paul." There· is no mention, however, 
of any attempts to educate these people. 2 
From this time on, there must have been some understanding, however 
little, and some consideration for this element of the European peoples,per-
haps in local poorhouses and own communities. It seemed to require the ex-
plosiveness and upheavals of the French Revolution, nevertheless, with its 
attendant surges of interest in the condition of man, to cause the problem 
1 to first receive any measure of public and scientific interest, destined to 
stimulate study, programs, and progress. 
At this point appeared the first great name in the literature of this 
' field, that of Jean Marc Itard, a French physician who was then working with 
the deaf and dumb in Paris. All of the period to about 1800 might well be 
classified as pre-Itard. From his time on the roll stretches dcnm to the 
present time and new names are being added regularly. 
"Itard, about 1800, made the first attempt of which we have any record 
to educate a feeble-minded child."3 He worked for five years with an idiot-
ic boy of eleven but finally gave up the task as hopeless. He thought he had 
failed with Victor, the boy, but more critical analysis and evaluation, on 
the part of the French Academy of Science, clearly pointed out the definite 
social and sensory gains that had been made by Victor and Itard, like Colum-
bus, another pioneer and discoverer, achieved better than he realized. Spe-
cifically, he established the principle that an idiot can respond to a 
course of training although the gains are relatively modest ones. Aside 
1 from his pre-eminent rank in the chronological order, Itard's name is still 
2 Harry J. Baker, Introduction To Exceptional Children. Revised edi-
tion; New York: The Macmillan Company, 1953, p.268. 
3 Arch 0. Heck, The Education of Exceptional Children. First edi-
tion; New York: McGraw-HffiBook Company~Inc., 1940, p.344. 
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connected with his work in sensory training, in socialization, and with the 
application of psychological principles to problems of learning. 
"Edward Seguin, a pupil of Itard, appreciating fully the significance 
of Itard's contribution, started in 1837 a school in Paris for mental defec-
These first efforts were heroic indeed for Seguin had to use his 
own financial resources to go on with his work. In 1846 he published a book 
dealing with idiocy, the first of its kind, and thus created the literature 
that has now grown to abundance. The school at Paris was considered to be so 
successful that other nations were encouraged to establish similar schools. 
Seguinwas induced to come to the United States by Samuel Gridley Howe and 
in 1878 he opened a private school at New York, later moving it to Orange, 
New Jersey. He will always be associated with the "the physiological math-
od" of education. His favorite theory of neurophysiological structure,with 
consequent superficial and profound types of feeble-mindedness, is a scholar-
ly relic now but his educational methods of sensory training, muscular de-
velopment, hand work, use of music, and so on, are basic educational prinei-
ples still serving educators. 
These French originators, between them, established scientific re-
search and literature, systematized the work accomplished and marked out 
paths of development; the modern era in the field of mental deficiency had 
started. 
Interest in this progress was not confined to Europe alone. As early 
as 1818, the first educational work for the feeble-minded in America was done 
. at Hartford, Connecticut but it appears to have been an abortive effort. 
The great American educator, Horace Mann, visited Europe in 1842 and, 
on his return, his reports influenced an attempt to establish similar schools 
4 Ibid., p.345 • 
.......... 
12 
in New York but America was not yet ready and the proposal was lost. 
Very soon after, however, 1848 saw both the first public and the first 
'private school for the feeble-minded in America, both established in Massach-
usetts. There appears to be no doubt that the leadership of Howe influenced 
this Commonwealth to open its school for indigent feeble-minded, at the Per-
kins Institute for the Blind, and, after three years, as the independent 
Massachusetts School for Idiotic and Feeble-Minded Youth. 
In the private field, however,there are rival claims for the distinc-
tion of having been "the first." Heck says that H.B.Wilbur, in July, 1848, 
opened such a school at Barre, Massaehusetts. 5 Nickell asserts that the El-
wyn Training School, at Elwyn, Pennsylvania, established in 1852, was "the 
first private school for the mentally deficient."6 For present purposes 
it really does not matter here, unless it serves to emphasize that the move-
ment was now well under way. 
Since compulsory attendance at school was not achieved until 1852, in 
Massachusetts, and only one other State had joined her by 1870,the early in-
terest in retarded children is all the more notgworthy. It was almost 1900 
before compulsory attendance was generally enforced and that is the reason 
that the focus on children of low intelli~nce quotients became generally no-
ticeable at that period. 
"The special class for children of low I.Q. seems to have started at 
Providence, Rhode Island in 1896; and in 1898 Springfield, Massachusetts or-
7 ' ganized a class." Boston started its first class in 1898 also. These 
5 ~-, p.:S45. 
6 Vernon L. Nickell, Problems in the Differential Diagnosis of the 
Etiology of Mental Deficiency. ChicagO: "State of Illinois, The Commiss~on 
for Handicapped Children, 1952, p.9. 
7 Heck, ~·~·, p.346. 
13 
H: 
classes were for the educable retarded only; there were no facilities for the 
mere trainable in the public schools until many years later. 
Wbile this progress was going forward in America, similar efforts were 
being made in Europe. The work of Maria Montessori, in psychological diag-
nosis and education, attracted world-wide attention around the turn of the 
twentieth century and her contributions to the developing philosophy are f~ 
iliar to students in this field. She saw mental deficiency primarily as a 
pedagogical problem, not a medical one. Sense, muscle training, and "didac-
tic material," together with "self-teaching," are alwqs associated with her 
name. Her aims and attitudes were always scientific and she trained many 
teachers to spread her principles in practice. 
Dootor Decroly, of Brussels, Belgium, a contemporary of Montessori, 
contributed educational games and activities as practical tools to develop 
his thesis that education must center around the child and his needs. He 
was deeply concerned with the relations of the Child to its family, school 
and society. It is scarcely necessar,y to comment that these principles are 
vi tally useful to the present hour. 
Itard, Seguin, Montessori,and Decroly were all medically trained work-
ers, a plain indication that educators, as such, were not the path-finders in 
this work of reclaiming the mentally deficient. The first deviation, from 
the European line, at least, was an experimental psychologist, Alfred Binet 
of France. His contribution was in diagnosis and he is remembered for hav-
ing "constructed an age scale for testing intelligence" in his efforts to 
scientifically identify the mentally retarded. 8 Binet's wo~, with his col-
league, Simon, greatly stimulated study and activity from 1905 on. 
8 Samuel A. Kirk and G.Orville Johnson, Educating The Retarded Child. 
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1951, p.B3. 
The original test developed by Binet and Simon was rather 
widely accepted and translated into other languages with 
relatively minor changes. Goddard published a revision 
in this country in 1910. In the same year Lewis M. Ter-
man began experimenting with the Binet seale and, as a re-
sult, published the most popular and widely accepted early 
revision in 1916. This was the most commonly used intel-
ligence test until replaced by an expanded and better 
standardized revision by Terman and Merrill in 1937. 9 
As will have been noted, the major developments in Europe were known, 
el aluated and used on this side of the Atlantic and, indeed, America had been 
steadily contributing to the increasing stream of knowledge. 
The famous private "Training S.chool" at Vineland, New Jersey had been 
functioning since 1888. The Woods School, at Langhorne, Pennsylvania, has 
been favorably known since 1914. The various States had followed the lead 
of Massachusetts and all, to some degree, made provisions for the custodial 
care of mentally re·t;arded persons. From 1887 on, DoctorWalter E. Fernald, 
'Of Massachusetts, gave more than thirty years to active study, analysis, and 
teaching. He is memorialized today by a State school, named for him, which 
is still carrying on his work. 
Without attempting to treat of individual theories in the process of 
development or to enumerate the glorious roll of all those persons who have 
advanced knowledge and influenced attitudes, one might summarize modern edu-
cational procedures, in the words of Kirk, when he states that: "The eonnnon 
elements in these methods include an attempt (1) to adapt the instruction to 
the slow learning ability of the children, and (2) to make the program prac-
tical and less academie.nlO 
In his summary of modern development in education, Kirk ei tes Des-
coeudres for sense training through doing activities; Inskeep for attempting 
9 ~·· p •• l. 
10 ~·· pp.ll2-3. 
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to bring elementary curriculum within reach of retarded; Duncan for using 
practical subjects and a very systematic method of presentation; Hungerford 
for occupational training and guidance and attempts to achieve social compe-
teney; Ingram for education through units of experience; and, finally, 
, Strauss for "developing special clinical educational procedures for special 
mental disabilities found in brain-injured children.nll 
•I 
An interesting, piquant review of progress is offered by Hungerford 
and his eo-workers in their presentation of relief, happiness, salvage,hand-
work and realistic theories of educational philosophy. The "relief theory" 
was intended to relieve both the normal scholars and the teachers in regular 
grades from the necessity of slowing programs or lowering standards to accam-
odate, usually unsuccessfully, the retarded pupils. The "happiness theory" 
advocated placing the retarded with their own mental equals on the supposi-
tion that they would ' be happier there. The "salvage theory;" based on umrar-
ranted optimism, saw special classes preparing children to return to the reg-
ular grades, if possible, or at least to achieve partial or limited success 
in that direction. The "handwork theory" was based on the idea of giving 
the children "something to do" in the hope that they would acquire normal 
competence. The current, modern "realistic theory" is the basis of present 
efforts and is intended to provide an education .benaficial to the retarded 
themselves. 12 
The decade, 19~0-1950, has been fruitful, indeed, and to cite Stevens, 
"The ten-year period from 1940 to 1950 can well be thought of as a most sig-
11 ~·· p.ll3. 
12 Richard H.Hungerford, Chiris J. DeProspo and Louis E. Rosenzweig, 
"The Non-Academic Pupil," American Journal~ Mental Deficiency, 6:,:5~7-557, 
April, 19~9, pp.552-3. 
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ni£icant period in the organized attack on the problems of mental deficien-
cy." "Medical and psychological research" and "the rise o£ the parent move-
ment" are cited as being among its most remarkable £eatures.l3 
llSdicine has considered increased blood supply to the brain, blood 
I chemistry, intrauterine illnesses of mothers, nutrition, value of glutamic 
17 
acid, increased knowledge of the central nervous system, unwise use of anaes-
thesia, plumbic poisoning and endocrine chemistry. The eventual value of 
the so-called "wonder drugs" is still a subject for further study. 
Psychology is using new techniques to explore more deeply the person-
ality structure of the retarded child, his possibilities and limitations,end 
to assure better recognition and treatment of various types of disability 
'' that, not so very long ago, were all lumped together as one class, that o£ 
the mentally retarded. The work of Strauss and Lehtinen1~ is now cited in 
every book and monograph of significance and a new understanding and treat-
ment of brain-injured children has become accepted. 
The final significant development of the decade, as Stevens sees it, 
is the "spectacular development" of parental organizations in this country.15 
Educated parents are no longer ashamed of their intellectually limited child-
ran; their guilt, fear and anxiety are dissipated and rechanneled into con-
struotive efforts through the association and co-operation with similar pa-
rents, all members of an organized group, all with a problem in common, all 
working towards the same goal of providing a more normal life experience for 
their retarded children. 
13 Godfrey D. Stevens, "1940-1950 Developments in the Field of llental 
Deficiency," Eiaeptional Children, 21:2:58-70, November,l954. 
1~ Alfred A. Stfauss and Laura E.Lehtinen, Psychopathology ~ Educa-
~ ~~Brain-Injured Child. _New York: Grune aDd Stratton,1948. 
15 Stevens,~·~·· pp.61-2. 
18 
- At the close of the decade, 1949, an important book appeared, the work 
' of' Kanner, and it will provide much material f'or additional study and discus-
I 
sion. He sees the mentally retarded as absolute, relative, and apparent and 
concludes that they are not a homogeneous group; that they do not receive a 
hereditary unit trait, as such; that the present nomenclature is misleading 
and needs revision; that identification is not an easy task. His "miniature 
textbook" should be required reading for all with an interest in this field.l6 
Before entering on the final section of' this chapter, it might be well 
to report here on the present national facilities for retarded children in 
the United States, as revealed by a study just completed by the writer. 
A fonn letter, a copy of which will be found in the Appendix, was pre-
pared and addressed to the Department of Education of each of the forty eight 
States in November, 19~. Thirty-six States responded. A s eo ond letter 
was sent, in January, 1955, to the twelve States that had not replied and 
this brought ten additional answers, making a total response of' forty six 
States. Only Rhode Island and Tennessee appeared to ignore the request for 
current information. 
It was hoped that these responses would show how many States (1) had 
special educational services; (2) had special services for the mentally re-
tarded; (3) had services for the educable mentally retarded; (~) had services 
for the trainable mentally retarded; (5) had pending or proposed legislation; 
(6) had permissive legislation. 
The material received was discouragingly general, indefinite and inex-
plici t, many mere mimeographed sheets or pamphlets that gave no specific in-
formation as to the areas under consideration, while others seemed confused 
lG Leo Kanner, A Miniature Textbook of Feeblemindedness, Child Care 
Monographs, No.1. New-York: Child Care Pu.biTcations, 19~9. 
as to educable and trainable, public and privata programs, or State or local 
· sponsorship. To Besolve this dilemma, the writer resorted to a 1953 report 
on statistics for exceptional children, issued under authority of the United· 
States Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, and by use of this un-
,usually detailed document, in conjunction with the material received, arrived 
' at conclusions or answers that may be considered essentially correct.17 
I 
' It appears, as of the present time, that all forty eight States report 
that they provide special educational services. Only three States, namely 
Alabama, Maine and Nevada, have no special services for the mentally retarded 
but Nevada has made plans to discard this unenviable distinction in 1955;this 
'means that only Alabama and Maine now appear to have no £aoili ties for the 
education of the educable retarded. Maine is considering legislation, it 
reports, but has not yet reached the enactment stage, as Nevada has. 
The aspect of the situation with which this paper is primarily con-
earned, that of the trainable mentally retarded, is clearly revealed as lag-
ging behind, although not hopelessly so. Twenty-seven States report public 
schools for these ~rainable children, with one other, Louisiana, not quite 
clear; it may well be that twenty eight is the correct figure. Twenty States 
appear to have no programs, although seven of these, namely, Delaware, Indi-
ana, Kansas, Maine, Missouri, Tennessee and Utah, have pending or proposed 
legislative plans. The thirteen States which are revealed as backward are 
Alabama, Arizona, Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi, Nebraska, New Hampshire, 
New Mexico, North Dakota, South Carolina, South Dakota and Verlil.ont. States 
which already have programs but which are extending their plans are Colorado, 
17 Statistics of Special Education for Exceptional Children,l952-5~. 
Biennial Survey of Education in the united ~tes,l952-54, Chapter 5; u.s. 
Depart:roont of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of Education; Washing-
ton,D.C.: Superintendent of Documents, U.S.Government Printing Offioe,l954 9 
pp.24-71. 
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Illinois~ New York and West Virginia. "A major conclusion ••••• still stands: 
'there is no doubt ••••• that many exceptional children are still going ~thout 
the special instruction they should have. Despite the growth that has taken 
place, special education needs to be developed much further before all who 
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require it will be served.'" 
Needless to say, Massachusetts is still well in the forefront of this 
progress and as late as 1954 provided for a state-wide program for the train-
able mentally retarded, amplifying an existing set-up that was~ in its.el£, 
growing rapidly but independently on a local city or town basis ,with some as-
sistance from the State; this radical change becomes effective in 1955.19 
The City of Boston has had "sub-speci.al classes" for the trainable since Jan-
uary, 1947, according to Heok. 20 
These changes and advances in educational philosophy may be better ap-
preciated when it is pointed out that only eleven States had any public 
school program at all, for e:ny retarded children, as late as 1930 and only 
sixteen States as late as 1940.21 
The intensive, concerted effort of the moment seems to be attempting 
to make amends for the long neglect of the past. If one is to judge by 
'statements of governmental leaders, national and state~ by religious dignita-
' 
ries of all denominations, by parents, educators~ and the public press, then 
one may conclude that the flood of words, ideas, and plans are being, or soon 
will be, expressed in the positive action that marks a philosophy as dynamic 
and productive, a living expression of an ideal of a whole people. 
18 Ibid., p.iv. 
19 com;onwealth of Massachusetts, Chapter 514 of the Acts of 1954. 
20 Heck, ~·~--,-second edition, p.~37. 
21 Harold M. Williams and John W. Melcher, A Public School Program 
:for Retarded Children. Madison, Wisconsin: Wisconsin Department of Public 
InStruction, Bureau for Handicapped Children, 1953, p.S~. 
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The emphasis now appears to rest on rights of the retarded children 
to protection, assistance, and development; the duty of society to provide 
facilities for such development; the benefit to society because many such 
children will not require institutionalization and may actually be potential 
assets to a community. 
On the international level, the World Heel th Organization states that 
every child has a right to protection and "also has the right to develop his 
potentialities to the maximum."22 
The 1950 White House Conference expressed the national viewpoint in 
the words that: "Every child with handicaps requires special services ••••• 
Every community has responsibility to provide adequate facilities for the 
education, medical care, spiritual welfare, physical growth and social ad-
justment necessary to enable any child with a physical or mental limitation 
to function within the structure of such limitations to his maximum effec-
tiveness as a human being, with dignity and independence."23 
The unofficial expression of the philosophy of Ya.ssachusetts, con-
firmed by subsequent legislation, is probably shared by most of our States 
today. A Massachusetts legislative commission stated that: "There is no 
way of providing free public education for ALL children except by providing 
it for EVERY INDIVIDUAL CHILD in accordance with HIS needs and HIS capaci-
ties, both physical and mental." The same Report adds: "It is for EVERY 
child that we crave security ••••• The challenge is even greater for those 
who must be helped ••••• to function at least to the limits of their possibil-
22 The Mentally Subnormal Child. World Health Organization Technical 
Report Seriei; 1954, No.75, p.5. 
23 Proceedings of the Mid-Centu~ White House Conference on Children-
and Youth. Edward A. Ricnards, general ~itor. Report of Conference Sessi-
ons, Washington,D.C.,December 3-7,1950. Raleigh,North Carolina: Health Pub-
lications Institute, Inc., 1951, pp.234-240. 
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•t• n24 ~ ~es. 
The leaders of the principal religious organizations in the United 
States appear to be in agreement on the principles that retarded children 
are equally "children of God," that they have an equal sacredness of indiv-
iduality, and that it is a definite duty of the community to protect and as-
sist them. 
Archbishop Cushing, of Boston, says: "It is fair to say that the best 
index to the civilization of a community is what is done for 'exceptional 
children. 1 " 25 
Reverend Qgwald Delgado, of Tampa, Florida, says: ~e are becoming 
conscious of our community responsibility and our spiritual obligation to 
those who are also the children of God."26 
Rabbi Michael Aaronsobn, of Cincinnati, Ohio, says: "Respect for the 
unique personality is the seal of divinity ••••• whioh we call 'democracy.'" 
~e are authorized to hope.n27 
The parents of these children, already noticeable in the progress 
prior to 1950, have taken upon themselves the project of educating the gen-
eral public and seeking increased and better facilities. Their slogan, 
"Mentally Retarded Children Can Be Helped, 11 has influenced very many who 
would never have troubled themselves to read books and reports. The story 
of parents' organizations may be epitomized in the following excerpt from 
24 Commonwealth o£ Massachusetts, Reaort of the Special Commission 
Established To :Make ~ Investigation And Stu y Re1at1Ve' To Training Facili-
ties Available For Retarded Children. House No.2270, December, 1953. 
25 "The 'Clergyman's Viewpoint' on the Retarded Child." Letha Pat-
terson, editor, The Viewpoint Series. New York: National Association For 
Retarded Children:-19541 n.p. 
26 ~.,n.p. 
27 Ibid. ,n.p. 
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"The New York Times": 
Much of the credit for these new day classes and other 
progress made recently in improving services for mental-
ly retarded children goes to the parents. In 1950, a 
number of parents' groups banded themselves into the Na-
tional Association for Retarded Children, which now has 
its headquarters at 129 East Fifty-second Street, New 
York. It has 325 locally affiliated chapters in forty 
six States, with a rapidly growing membership exceeding 
40,000 families. 
This effort toward public education is designed to over-
come ignorance and misinformation which go back many gen-
erations. Mental retardation today stands about where 
tuberculosis did fifty years ago, venereal disease thirty 
ye~s ago, or mental illness as little as a decade ago. 28 
As may be recalled, the work with these children was first done by 
men of medicine, and they still have a very important position on the team, 
but the day to day training is now in the hands of educators of various lev-
els. The philosophy of this group is generally agreed to be contained in 
the principles that mentally retarded children are human beings with inalien-
able rights; that they offer a stumulating challenge to educational theory; 
that they require a different developmental_ program; that they constitute a 
special area for the use of tes~ed educational procedures. 
Martens says that: "The basic philosophy underlying the education of 
retarded children is no different from that recognized for all children. The 
fundamental aim of all education is to teach children to live wisely and well 
in the environment in which they find them.sel ves. • 29 
Heck thinks that the guiding principles now should be to offer equali-
ty, if not identity ,of opportunity; to assist tovrard self-support insofar as 
28 The New York Times, September 5, 1954. 
29 Elise H. Martens, Curriculum Adjustments £.2! ~Mentally Retard-
ed. Bulletin 1950, No.2, second edition; Washington,D.C.: Superintendent of 
DOcuments, u.s.Government Printing Office, 1950, p.l2. 
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possible; to inculcate habits of good conduct and good citizenship; and to 
avoid stigmatization as far as possible.30 
Hungerford just about sums up the latest philosophical concept when 
he says that: "It is nov; believed that the retarded have a potential contrib-
ution to make to the world in which they live and that it is a primary func-
tion of special education to help the retarded to realize such potentiali-
t . n31 ~es. 
The road from Itard and the "wild boy of Aveyron," only about one hun-
dred and fifty-five years long, has been an amazing journey £rom darkness , 
superstition, ignorance, and cruelty into the present attitude of increasing 
acceptance and understanding, redoubled scientific inquiry, bourgeoning lit-
erature, growing parental participation, steady legislative advances, peda-
gogical stimulation and religious identification. It is certainly a heart-
ening expression of the practical democratic philosophy of a great nation 
like the United States of America. It is not unreasonable to expect that 
the future will unfold even greater benefits to the simple children, their 
devoted parents, and the general community, all of whom find themselves in-
volved, willy-nilly, in this hazard of human existence. 
30 Heck, ~.cit., pp.343-4. 
31 Richard H. Hungerford, "Education and Training of the Exceptional 
Child," ~Contemporary Thinking .Abotit ~Exceptional Child. Langhorne, 
Pennsyl vania: The Woods Schools, November, 1949, p.58. 
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CHAPTER III 
GO.ALS 
Education for the mentally retarded is not different 
in its aim from education for any group of children. 
The aim is to teach the individual how to live better; 
to teach him to become a useful member of a social 
group.l 
This general aim of education for all children is defined for us by 
the United States Office of Education. Its acceptance is prominently evi-
danced throughout all of the writings of the contacted State, local and pri-
vate educational departments of the nation. 
Desirable goals, to be attained in planning for the trainable mental-
ly retarded child, according to the charted results from available data,indi-
cate the following area range. 
1. Physical Health 
2. Mental Health 
Emotional Security 
Personal Adequacy 
Social Competency 
3. Power of Communication 
4. Motor Co-ordination 
5. Sensory Training 
1 Elise H. Martens, Curriculum Adjustments for the Mentally Retarded. 
Bulletin 1950, No.2, second edition; Washington,D.C.:Superintendent of Docu-
ments, U.S.Government Printing Office, 1950, p.9. 
6. Leisure Time Activity 
7. Intellectual Development 
8. Pre-Primary Readiness 
9. Pre-Occupational Readiness 
10. Clinical Education 
11. Evaluation Reports 
12. Parent Education 
Within these main goals are ·to be found the specific goals which are 
sought for in the classroom situation based on the needs and the abilities of 
the individual and the group. These specifics vary according to the local 
situation dependent upon the services required and provided. What is essen-
tial in an urban area may contrast greatly with that of a rural district. 
Homogeneous grouping versus hetrogeneous grouping based on chronological age, 
mental age, intelligence quotient or other factors limit or expand the goal 
possibil~ties within a single group. The individuals attending a residenti-
al school, private day school, or public school require a variety of condi-
tionings and learnings according to the irrlividual situation. The develop-
ment of worth-while specific goals, in the general stated areas, should al-
ways evolve from the needs and abilities of the individual child, for "indiv-
iduality is nature's law."2 
Under the major directional goals, the pattern of attainment for each 
individual tends to be located within the sub-divisions of the specific goals 
as listed below. 
1. Physical Health 
2 William Van Til, "Research Affecting Education," Fostering Mental 
Health In Our Schools. 1950 Yearbook, Association for Supervision and Cur-
riou!um-rrevelopmant; Washington,D.C.:National Education Association 1950 p.l25. , , 
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Give daily practical experience in the care of teeth~ eyes~ 
ears~ nose~ nails~ and hair 
Emphasize the importance of good health habits 
Establish good posture and walking patterns 
Develop pride in good grooming 
Promote an understanding of proper diet and rest 
Shaw use of appropriate clothing for indoor, outdoor and sea-
sonal wear 
Teach good personal habits of cleanliness 
Foster awareness and need for protection against accidents 
and disease 
Provide opportunities for directed physical exercise 
2. Mental Health 
a. Emotional Security 
Help child realize own limitations 
Provide opportunities for successful achievement 
Create a permissive atmosphere in which there is affection~ 
acceptance~ and approval 
Maintain consistent attitudes to avoid confusions and les-
sen tensions 
Operate under an infor.mal atmosphere, avoiding rigidity of 
program 
Give each child ohanoe to participate in activities 
Encourage expression of ideas and feelings 
b. Personal Adequacy 
Develop sense of security 
Recognize and express own identity 
Learn control of emotional expressions 
Learn right fromwrong 
Become willing to follow directions 
Assume soma minor responsibilities 
Care for and preserve awn property 
Employ caution in dangerous situations 
Learn acceptable habits of -work 
Develop manners of acceptable eating 
Put on and take off outer clothing 
Respond to signs and signals 
c. Social Competency 
Learn adequate adjustment to the group 
Learn good manners and courtesy 
Gain respect~ rather than fear~ for authority 
Develop a willingness to share 
Cultivate respect -for property of others 
Learn acceptable behavior -in classroom and elsewhere 
Acquire attitude of toleration for others 
Recognize value of co-operation 
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3. Power of Communication 
Develop power to express needs and wants 
Teach to listen purposefully 
Encourage verbalization · 
Conform speech to acceptable patterns in order to be 
understood 
Provide stimulating language experiences 
Aid in enrichment of vocabulary 
Improve enunciation, articulation, and pronunciation 
Teach control of speech by incessant talkers 
Develop poise and confidence in sharing ideas 
4. Motor Co-ordination 
Promote development of gross muscles 
Stimulate growth -of minor muscles 
Aid in getting about in the physical environment 
Teach techniques of hand-aye co-ordination 
Increase skill in handling materials 
Develop sense of enjoyment in rhythmics 
Provide practice in use of -instruments and materials 
Aid socialization therapy by grunes participation 
Present opportunities to lead and to follow 
Establish -handedness 
Develop ability to perform useful tasks 
5. Sensory Training 
Develop awareness of similarities and differences 
Increase meaningfulness of training program 
Lengthen the limited attention span 
Provide opportunities for success in attainable areas 
Give variety of experiences for memory training 
Teach visual perception and discrimination 
Teach auditory perception and discrimination 
Teach tactile perception and discrimination 
Teach olfactory perception and discrimination 
Teach gustatory perception and discrimination 
Develop kinaesthetic awareness 
6. Leisure Time Aotivi ty 
Stimulate interest in self-occupation 
Encourage child to lessen dependency on parents, sib-
lings, and teacher 
Teach useful play skills which may be later transfer-
red to occupational skills 
Develop enjoyment and appreciation of music, picture 
books, and craftwork 
Provide opportunities for making decisions in plan- · 
ning activities 
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Foster attitude o£ consideration for others in immediate 
environment 
Encourage play with other children without supervision 
Train in transfer of good habits of the work period to the 
free time. 
7. Pre-Primary Readiness 
Extend auditory and visual strengths 
Start reading on pre-primer level 
Teach recognition and formation of letters of alphabet 
Teach vocabulary for self-protection 
Convey understanding of quantity and its relationships 
Teach recognition and rote counting to Ten 
Develop an understanding of the importance of time and 
ability to tell time to the hour 
Present more concrete experiences for enrichment 
8. Intellectual Development 
Strengthen ability to see things through to logical conclu-
sion 
Provide new knowledge of world in which child lives 
Introduce variety of experiences which require the making 
of decisions 
Strive to lengthen and stabilize span of attention 
Help to recognize the relative usefulness of knowledges, 
skills, habits and attitudes 
9. Pre-Occupational Readiness 
Develop willingness to follow directions 
Increase power to see simple things through to conclusion 
Train for inclusion in sheltered work-shop program 
Help in achievement of unskilled, supervised work-status 
10. Clinical Education 
Aid in identification of abilities and disabilities 
Apply clinical practices in strengthening areas of weakness 
Refer individuals to proper sources for diagnosis and treat-
ment 
Follow recommendations of specialists, clinics or therapists 
in daily classroom procedure 
Provide greater insight into teaching techniques and cur-
riculum planning 
11. Evaluation Reports 
Appraise progress of individual and class 
Counsel parent in areas of expected growths and limitations 
Educate public in -value of program 
Further research by assembling accurate and detailed data 
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12. Parent Education 
Instil realisti.c understanding of child's potential 
Foster acceptance of child as he is 
Guide in transfer of training to the home 
Interpret the program of training in relation to child's 
needs and abilities 
Invite participation in planning activities for class 
Develop good teacher-parent relationship in problem solv-
ing discussions 
Encourage identi£ioationwith parent group to ease frus-
trations and tensions 
Acquaint parent with positive values of institutional 
placement 
Duplication and over-lapping of major ~d minor goals are evidenced 
in the categories listed above. It must be remembered, however, that these 
goals are an accumulation of the independent thinking of many people in a va-
riety of situations from all sections of the nation. 
Controversy has arisen, for example, over teaching academic learnings. 
Many of these children will be able to comprehend to a limited degree the use 
of money, quantitative values, reading vocabulary, ~d pre-primary readiness 
experiences. Is this academic learning, a pre-readiness training, or a dis-
sipation of time and energy that might well be diverted into mora realistic 
goals? 
In support of the theory of including such material within the legiti-
mate goals of pre-primary training and intellectual development, Hill justi-
fies their inclusion in the following terms. 
The teacher of the training class may necessarily venture 
into beginning reading work in order to explore the learn-
ing possibilities of her more adv~ced pupils. Children 
who progress .suffioiently to be successful in reading 
should probably be moved to a group of educable mentally 
retarded pupils as soon as their social adjustment war-
rants the transfer.3 
3 Arthur S. Hill, The Fo~vard Look: The Severely Retarded Child Goes 
To School. Bulletin 1952, NO:"ll, reprint; Wa"Shingto:n,D.C.: Superintenden't"'"'Of 
DOcuments, U.S.Government Printing Office, 1953, p.l7. 
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It has been the experience of the writer to advance five children of 
apparent trainable capaoi ty into the educable class a:f'ter two to three years. 
The potential of these children had not been fully realized due to their ex-
elusion from any formal school attendance because of hyperactivity, with-
drawal as a result of emotional conflict, immaturity based on over-protec-
tion in the home, and, in the case of one cretin, lack of stimulation of 
capacity resulting from insufficient medication. 
The few children who may develop sufficiently to advance will be the 
exception rather than the rule and the concensus of the thinking on goal at-
tainments should be channelled constructively into meeting the needs of the 
purely trainable. Sound basic habit and attitude formation, as a means of 
conditioning the retardate to his environment in order that he may become a 
more adjusted, better accepted, and contributing member of the society in 
which he is to live, constitutes a common trend of thought applicable to the 
establishment of practical goals for the trainable child. 
From a report of an investigation, under the direction of Kirk, on 
day classes for severely retarded children, the stated goals considered to 
be important for all children of all ages are physical health, self-help, 
stimulation of imagination and creative expression, social development, mo-
tor development, and intellectual development. 4 
Occupational readiness towards economic productivity in order that 
the child may become a contributing member within the home or sheltered en-
vironment is the goal of long-term planning as seen by other specialists in 
the field. 
4 "Day Classes For Severely Retarded Children," American Journal 2!:_ 
Mental Deficiency, 58:3:357-370, January, 1954. The Education Committee of 
the National Association For Retarded Children, pp.367-B. 
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The new effort is to provide home training, special 
classes, vocational instruction, sheltered workshops 
and other activities that will stimulate the fullest 
development of their capacities and help them to live 
happier, more useful lives.5 
From the introduction to the Southern Wisconsin Colony and Training 
School curriculum for the trainable children one finds the following state-
ment: "They can be trained to satisfactorily perform routine, non-academic 
type of activities although they require constant supervision."6 
In the Woods Schools 1954 report of its Spring Conference of the 
Child Research Clinic will be found a sizable list of types of jobs which 
have been carried on successfully in a sheltered workshop by boys and girls 
1with intelligence quotients below fifty, with an accompanying recommendation 
that "sub-contract work in the sheltered workshop is probably the best type 
of work to handle."7 
In dealing with the training of severely retarded children, it must 
be remembered that they must be exposed to meaningful repetitive experiences 
for they do not appear to learn from their mistakes, are prone to excessive 
distraction from outside stimuli, and operate within an attention span of 
marked limitation. Orientation to their environment must be accomplished 
by experiences which coma within the realm of their needs and understandings 
in relationship to the narrow boundaries of their home, school, and community 
life. 
5 Steven H. Spencer, "Retarded Children Can Be Helped," Saturday~­
~ Post, October 11, 1952. 
6 A Curriculum For The Trainable Child. Union Grove, Wisconsin: South-
ern Wisconsin Colony andTrSiiiing School. Harvey A. Stevens, Superintendent; 
March 1, 1953, p.2. 
7 The Adolescent Exceptional Child, ~ Realistic Approach ~ Treatment 
~ Training7 ~anghorne, Pennsylvania: The Woods Schools, 195~, p.75. 
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One particular area of difference between normal and 
retarded groups is related to everyday Living. Nor-
mal children. are expected to learn many things just 
by living in a more or less common environment ••••• 
Retarded children often do not learn these things in 
this manner, or, because of poorer judgment, reason-
ing, and attention, they may have learned incorrectly 
••••• Thus, the school must not assume any particular 
past environmental learning for the retarded child. 
Instead, it must set up school related and controlled 
experiences arranged to produce the correct learning. 8 
The World Health Organization stresses four main points of difference 
to be considered in establishing goals for the "moderately" handicapped child 
who is to be found in the trainable class. 
(1) The greater the degree of subnormality, the less 
emphasis will be given to long-ter.m educational ob-
jectives. In dealing with the fairly severely handi-
capped, results must be sought for in very small im-
provements in behavior, skill, and social adaptation. 
(2) The more subnormal the children, the more mechan-
ically they may be taught skills and habits, and the 
less insight they have into the purpose of learning. 
(3) The teacher of children with moderate or severe 
handicaps will be less concerned with training or 
education for future independence, or for life in a 
fairly wide connnuni ty. 
( 4) Skills and habits invol vin~ symbols of reading or 
of arithmetic may be excluded. 
Many other examples of diversity of expectation could be cited from 
various authorities. A range of opinion appears to exist in the categoriz-
ing of specific goals but, essentially, they all point to utilizing every 
conceivable means for producing development in personal adequacy, social com-
patency, and economic usefulness. If some of the goals appear to the con-
8 Harold A. Delp, Curriculum Problems~~ Mentally Retarded. 
Vineland, New Jersey: The Training School, n.d., p.!. 
9 World Health Organization Technical Report Series,l954, No.75.The 
Mentally Subnormal Child. Geneva: World Health Organization,April,l954,p~. 
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servative to be unrealistic, over-optimistic, impracticable, or too closely 
identified with those of the educable group, i t remains to be proved or dis-
proved by the actual experimental outcome of existing programs. Scientific 
analysis, through research to be done in years to come, will eventually pro-
vide the correct conclusions. 
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CHAPTER IV 
PROCEDURES 
The methods of procedure in setting up the mechanics of establishing 
public school classes for the trainable mentally retarded follow the initial 
pre-requisites of legislative authority and allocation of funds. 
Urgency, perhaps pressure, on the part of parent groups, too little 
time allowed for the local administrator to correlate high standards with 
available resources, lack of qualifying regulations on a professional level 
to be used as determinants, unbelief in the value of the program by some 
school conmdtteemen and educators, all tend toward the grave danger of settl-
ing for less than the best. 
Knowledge is increased from first-hand, practical experience or from 
the experience of others. Wisdom suggests that, if it is feasible, substan-
tial dependence may be placed on the results of the efforts of those who have 
preceded in the field. In the problem of setting up trainable classes in 
the public school, it is proper to seek guidance, first of all, from the 
state training schools for they have been the pioneers in the field since 
they have always had the responsibility for trainable children. Certain 
private schools and, more recently, relatively few public schools have had 
a contribution of background to offer in approaching the task of setting up 
such classes. 
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From a study of existing state and private programs, the reading of 
current articles in the literature, personal consultation with the education-
al director of the parents' group at the national level, information received 
from the United States Office of Education, the personal experience of the 
writer at a local level, extensive charts were drawn up to determine the co~ 
mon trends in current thought and practice. 
The general steps evolved in procedural development tended to be com-
posed of the following categories: 
1. Sources of referral 
2. Identification of the child 
a. Preliminary screening 
b. Evaluation 
c. Determinants of eligibility 
3. Organization of class 
a. Number 
b. Grouping 
c. Length of day 
4. Physical plant 
a.. Location 
b. Equipment and supplies 
5. Teacher qualifications 
6. Training program 
7. Parent education 
The first problem to be resolved appeared to be the simple matter of 
locating the children to be served. The outstanding source of referral was 
concentrated in the parent groups. Since public school classes developed 
largely through the intensive interest and concerted drive of parents and 
friends of severely retarded children, the groups were ready and waiting 
with lists of tentatively eligible children. Child guidance clinics, family 
physicians, school census takers, elementary school principals, social agen-
cies, school adjustment centers, and individual parents comprised other re-
maining sources of referral. 
Many figures exist pertaining to the incidence of children with intel-
ligence quotients of less than fifty. The 1954 Illinois study estimated 
2.34 per one thousand school-age children, 1.49 of whom will be found in the 
community. 1 
Identification of the child consisted of the three elements of prelim-
inary screening, evaluation, and determinants of eligibility. 
A home visit for the purpose of preliminary screening was of practical 
value in the ultimate identification of the child for school placement. This 
process served to eliminate, without further waste of time or bolstering of 
a parent's hope for inclusion for his child, those ineligible because of 
gross defect, chronological age limitations, those already placed or accept-
ed elsewhere, or obvious psychotics. In those situations in which it was 
necessary to deny an application, because of clear ineligibilities such as 
those just mentioned, it was the duty of the investigator to carefully ex-
plain to the parent the right of appeal to the appropriate State authority. 
It may be assumed that this action was never abrupt or arbitrary but was 
coupled with suggestions as to the various community resources applicable to 
the particular needs of the child. 
With the children who appeared to be potential class candidates, this 
was the opportunity for the trained social worker or other investigator to 
observe the parents and the home surroundings, take family,social,economic, 
1 Report ~ Study Projects ~ Trainable Mentally Handicapped Child-
ren. Prepared by Vernon L. Nickell; Chicago: Illinois Council For Mentally 
Retarded Children, November 1, 1954, p.l2. 
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health, and child's developmental history. Family attitudes of acceptance, 
rejection, over-protection or hostility toward the child are observed during 
this process. The collection of this available relevant data should fonn 
the nucleus of the extensive cumulative record which all educators agree 
should be kept on every member of a trainable group. 
The evaluation of the child, beyond the superficial screening of the 
home visit, is the next act in procedure. Here is combined the knowledge 
of the psychologist, the medical doctor, the parent, the social worker and, 
possibly, other specialists in order to properly diagnose and classify the 
whole child through a complete study. 
Jacob, director of the Training School at Vineland, New Jersey, states 
that a good diagnosis includes: 
1. Study of background history 
2. General medical examination 
3. Physical tests 
4. Neurological examination 
5. Speech, hearing, and vision tests 
6. Psychological and psychiatric tests 2 
Although optimum standards are to be desired in settling administra-
tive problems,a wide diversity existed in many individual situations. Chron-
ologioal age extended from a low of four years to a high of twenty-one; in 
soma cases no terminal age was specified. Mental ages ranged from one year 
and two months to three years and six months for minimal entrance acceptance. 
Intelligence quotients varied from twenty to forty minimum requirement up to 
2 Walter Jacob, New Hope For The Retarded Child. Pamphlet No.210, 
first edition; New York:~e~lic Affairs Committee, Inc., 195~, p.lO. 
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fifty. Psychological examination often was based on a single test such as 
the Stanford-Binet, Revised Fo~, with no provision for performance tests or 
social evaluation. 
After the specified info~tion was made available, local school offi-
cials, supported by staff conferences, usually determined the eligibility of 
the child as based on the results of the evaluation. Commonly required were 
the additional determinants of ambulation, toilet-training, speech or power 
to make wants known, and ability to respond to simple directions.3 
It is extremely important that standards of non-eligibility for 
trainable classes be established and, generally speaking, the literature 
indicates that this is an accepted practice. 
The essence of this thinking was clearly expressed at a conference on 
severely mentally retarded children, held in the Office of' Education in Wash-
ington. during June, 1951. Regulations were prescribed for exclusion of cer-
tain children from these classes. These principles appear to be of suf'fi-
cient importance to justify their inclusion, in their entirety, at this 
point. 
1. A child whose problems will be accentuated by group 
stimulation, or whose behavior is detrimental to the 
group. 
2. A child whose lack of mental, physical, or emotional 
maturation, or whose physical condition would not war-
rant placement in a public-school class. 
3. A child who, after a reasonable trial in a class for 
severely handicapped pupils, has manifested that he can-
not adjust to nor profit from the activities of the 
group of which he is a member. 
4. A child who, upon adequate psychiatric diagnosis, has 
3 Harold M. Williams and John W. Melcher, A Public School Prof!am 
For Retarded Children. Madison, Wisconsint Wisconsin Department of Pilic In-
struction, Bureau for Handicapped Children, 1953, p.72. 
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been found to be mentally ill (psychotic or pre-
psychotic). Considerable caution may need to be 
exercised in applying this criterion. It must be 
recognized that intellectual behavior may be ad-
versely affected by emotional conflict. The ex-
clusion of mentally ill children needs to be pre-
ceded by a careful evaluation by educational,psy-
chological, and psychiatric personnel. 
5. A child who cannot comply with the chronologi-
cal age standards required for school entrance 
established by the State. (While early training 
programs may seem desirable for many mentally re-
tarded children, some State laws make no modifica-
tion in legal age for school acceptance of handi-
capped children). 4 
• 
In reviewing the literature of this aspect of the subject,it appeared 
that a great lack in adequate identification criteria was evidenced. If the 
thinking of the Office of Education is generally accepted, however, it will 
do much to eliminate loose practice and unrealistic handling of this matter. 
Class organization, relative to numbers, ages, grouping, and length of 
day, quite naturally followed the identification of those who made up the 
class. The number of children being served in the classes ran from six to 
eighteen, with ten being the modal number. A smaller number of children 
were included in the beginning groups or those with lower mental ages; the 
classes with the highest numbers enrolled had assistant teachers or parents 
as helpers. A note of caution should be injected here -- parents do not make 
good assistants. They are too closely involved emotionally with these child-
ren to have objective attitudes in these situations. 
Homogeneous grouping versus hetrogeneous grouping in the particulars 
of type of child, chronological age, mental age, and social maturity is a dif-
ficult problem to solve. 
4 Arthur S. Hill, The Forward Look: The Severely Retarded Child Goes 
To School. Bulletin 1952, No.ll,reprint; Washington,D.C.: Superintendent of 
Documents, U.S.Government Printing Office, 1953, p.26. 
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In the majority of instances of established classes, all types and all 
ages were lumped together because of the low incidence of severely retarded 
children in the population. The number eligible for most communities, with 
the exception of large cities, would not warrant establishing more than one 
or two classes. 
Mongoloids, plus a few other clinical types, and brain-injured child-
ren have been found to be in the majority in class composition. Next in 
number were the emotionally disturbed and those of undifferentiated diagno-
ses. Since techniques of training and procedures are radically different, 
particularly in the area of the brain-injured child, segragation by types is 
considered to be the best solution, although it is not often possible. 
Chronological ages, dependent on range for inclusion and exclusion, 
varies so greatly that it seems best to establish grouping in age spans of 
no more than four years. A mid-point in age range may have to be employed, 
dependent on the number of pupils and classes available. 
Mental age ranges tend to provide a more narrow dividing line for bas-
ing grouping for the greatest number lie between three and six years. In de-
terming organization, this area did not present such marked difficulties. 
Social maturity did not play a prominent role in making decisions for 
class grouping but certainly should not be ignored. 
Consideration of type, chronological age, mental age, and social matu-
rity are all vital factors as bases for determination of grouping. Homo-
geneity, as closely related as possible to these four suggested criteria, 
points the way to successful solving of class grouping. 
Length of day for the training program varied from an hour and a half 
to a full school day. The proponents of programs timed to a half day or 
~1 
lass ~elt that a shorter period lad to easier transition for beginners, 
avoided excessive fatigue, o~fered better disciplinary control, made less 
demands on the least mature, relieved tension, increased service to the com-
munity by having a teacher conduct two sessions and conserved the teacher's 
energies by providing an interim period of relaxation between classes. On 
the other hand, those setting up classes with longer hours in attendance ~elt 
that the longer period provided equal opportunity with the normal children, 
extended socialized training possibilities, occupied the more mature, pro-
vided time ~or essential pre-occupational training, and gave greater relie~ 
to parents. 
Next in procedure was the setting up of the physical plant in the es-
tablishment of classes ~or the trainable within a public school system. 
Attention has been focused primarily on location -- whether it should 
be in an elementary school building, in isolation in a separate facility, or 
in a special class center. The eminent authority, Doctor Arthur Hill, at an 
Institute on Exceptional Children, at Boston University, in 1954, stressed 
integration, rather than segregation, as being the ~ocal point of acceptance 
of the program as a whole. A central location ~or the class was deemed es-
sential for convenience of transportation. 
Factors of health and safety were considered in locating class rooms. 
Practically everyone was in agreement on this phase of the total planning. 
The room should be at least as good as rooms allocated to normal classes; 
adequate heat, light and ventilation were admitted necessities, particularly 
in light of the accepted fact that these children are peculiarly susceptible 
to respiratory weaknesses. The ~irst ~loor o~ a building was commonly cited 
as the most desirable location, readily accessible to entrance and exits and 
convenient to toilet rooms; many ~acilities included a private lavatory. 
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The roam itself would be preferably large to allow for freedom of movement 
and usa of special equipment. 
Equipment and supplies necessary for the training class should next 
be planned and the following lists indicate the general minimal needs as 
expressed in the literature. 
Furniture 
Attached desk and chair units 
Work tables (round, preferably) 
Sized chairs (13 11 , 15", 17") 
Counters, with storage space 
Painting easels 
Piano 
Victrola 
Stepping ladder 
Set o:f chairs 
Sand table 
Doll house 
Cots or resting mats 
Training Tools 
Painting supplies (water color and finger) 
No-roll crayons 
Large, soft lead pencils 
Blunt scissors 
Building blocks 
Jig-saw blocks 
Abacus 
Large out-out numbers and let·ters (wood~plastio or sheet-metal) 
Varicolored wooden forms 
Plastioene and olay 
Toy dishes 
Pegs and beads 
Toy orchestra instruments 
Educational toys and games 
Feeling bag 
Tasting jars 
Smelling jars 
Set of electrified colored lights 
Paper for writing, drawing, construction, and painting 
Rubber balls 
Bean bags 
Dial clock 
Flannel board 
The above list is by no means complete. The teacher will gradually 
supplement supplies and equipment that seem best to fit the needs of the 
children and stimulate the training. 
Specific teacher qualifications were agreed to be of extreme import-
ance in the training of the mentally retarded in order to assure well-quali-
fied personnel. Apparently too many of the present teachers fall into the 
category of certified, middle-aged, married women who have raised one or 
more normal children. Teachers with nursery school or kindergarten train-
ing have also been attracted into working with the trainable classes. Com-
munities, in the grasp of the current teacher shortage~ have reached out in 
desperation to reclaim any one who had been exposed to teaching from as far 
back as thirty years. Agreement was almost universal that better standards 
should be established. According to Rothstein, "State education departments 
are quite a:ware that the certificat1on situation needs research and clarifi-
cation. " 5 
Every prominent educator stressed the requirements of certification 
in special education, with a baccalaureate degree, supplementary technical 
training, and a thorough knowledge of retarded children; a few believed that 
the time has come to demand professional specialization, with the status of 
a master's degree, in this rapidly growing response to a public demand. 
Standards have been recently under consideration by a committee work-
ing with Doctor Romaine Mackie, Chief of the Bureau of Exceptional Children 
in Washington, and two pamphlets on results have just been made available. 6 
For the States where classes for the trainable have been operating 
and their programs made available for the purpose of aiding this report, it 
was evidenced that there was basic agreement. Each program was constructed 
around the allotted time span with free play, directed play, and work peri-
ods, planned tOV'Tard successful attainment of the stated goals. 
programs are listed in "The Forward Look."7 
Two such 
The writer submits for consideration her own program based on a mini-
mal two and a half hour time allotment as now required by Massachusetts law. 
This program consists mainly of sensori-motor training and readiness to pro-
mote growth for these cases of arrested development. 
5 Jerome H. Rothstein, "Certification Requirements For Teachers of 
the Mentally Retarded," Exceptional Children, Vol.20 ,No.7 ,April,l954,p.:316. 
6 Editorial Note,Exoeptional Children,Vol.2l,No.4:,January,l955,p.l38. 
7 The Forward Look, 2£·~·, pp.44-4:9. 
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Program Schedule For The Exceptional Class 
Quincy, Massachusetts 
9.00 - 9.10 Opening Exercises 
Good morning song, prayer, salute to flag, 
singing of ".America." 
9.10 - 9.20 Music and Speech 
Voice training and rhythmics as an aid to 
articulation 
9.20 - 9.35 Sensory Training 
Visual, auditory, kinaesthetic, taste, smell, 
i.e. likenesses, differences, identifica-
tions, comparisons, and matching 
9.35 - 9.45 Motor Co-ordination 
Use of stepping ladder and stairs to aid in 
the development of the gross muscles 
9.45 - 9.55 Free Play 
9.55 - 10.00 
10.00 - 10.15 
10.15 - 10.25 
10.25 - 10.30 
10.30 - 10.45 
10.45- 11.00 
11.00 - 11.05 
Educational toys and games -- pegs, beads, 
puzzles, blocks, to aid in sensory train-
ing and development of the finer muscles 
Rest Period 
To soft music, records, or piano 
Memory Training 
Use of various devices such as Judy Match-
ettes, Lottoes, identification of sounds, 
missing objects, and order of alignment 
Rhythmics 
Toy orchestra, dancing, and dramatization 
of familiar nursery rhymes and stories 
Story Time 
Telling of story by teacher, or retelling 
by children of story previously heard 
Handwork 
Writing, coloring, cutting, pasting, paint-
ing, clay work 
Basement and Recess 
Training in good health practices, and 
group therapy in adjustments in playing 
acceptably with others 
Rest Period 
4:6 
11.00 - 11.05 
11.05 - 11.15 
11.15 - 11.30 
Rest Period 
To soft music 
Pre-Readiness 
Enriching experiences for talking, 
reading, and number concepts 
Preparation for Dismissal 
Special training in the area of self-
help; learning independence in putting 
away materials and donning own wraps 
The great need for counseling and guiding the parent has been noted as 
being considered an integral part of the school program. The shook at diag-
nosis of mental retardation, the "shame" of having produced an imperfect 
child, the intra-family stresses centering about the Child, the total ignor-
ance of' the facts of mental retardation, the lack of understanding of the 
role of' the school in the development of the child, all add up to confused, 
disheartened, frustrated parents. From the evaluative charts it was made ap-
parent that school people were in accord that it is essential to plan to help 
the parent in order that the child may be helped. .AB Abraham expresses it, 
"It is only a limited number of us who understand the problems that parents 
face in coping with the burden of having an exceptional child as one of their 
own. "
8 
Parents must be taught about the limitations of academic attainment 
and the hope for some progress and adjustment. When the training program 
is explained, through interpretiVe conference, the carry-over into the home 
should implement what has been done in the class and lead to better parent-
child-sibling relationships. 
8 Willard AbrSham, "The Child Who Is Different," Understanding ~ 
Child. National Association For Mental Health, Inc., Vol.24, No.1, January, 
1955, p.4. 
Participation in planning some of the activities for the group and 
invitation to visit the class frequently will aid in greater acceptance of 
the child and the program. 
Parent Teachers Associations, or other school related groups, should 
include information and services for these parents of sub-normal children as 
well as for those of the normal to encourage better community understanding. 
Regular meetings for this group of parents alone is indicated gener-
ally in the active programs to provide opportunity for association with oth-
er parents to discuss their common problems. This has proved to be a bene-
ficial catharsis in many instances. 
Teachers, school physicians and nurses, and other consultants should 
be made available for professional counsel which could lead to increased in-
sight and understanding of present and future needs. 
Individual parents, whose children do not show the development .for 
continued inclusion in the program, must be honestly but tactfully made 
ruware of the need for complete home or institutional care. 
The material of this chapter was clearly evidenced in the profession-
al writings of recognized authorities in the subject or practical and sug-
gested procedures to be followed in establishing and maintaining these pub-
lic school classes. 
Although special articles of limited scope, usually found in current 
periodicals, emphasized favorite individual opinions, it was noticeable 
that, on a broad, over-all view of the situation, there was substantial 
agreement; no vividly clashing schools of thought or practice were revealed. 
Areas in which different opinions were more freely presented seemed 
to center on class hours, types eligible for inclusion or service, and age 
ranges but, even here, there were no dogmatic, incontrovertible assertions. 
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The general attitude seemed to express a probing, searching, open-minded 
continuance of scientific advance. Reports, suggestions, tentative plans 
and educational theories, all seemed to be offered with the express or im-
plied wish that they be subjected to further thinking, testing and practice. 
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CH.API'ER V 
CONCLUSIONS 
As limited in scope as it has been, the present inquiry or study con-
cerning the philosophy, goals and procedures currently accepted as desirable 
in establishing public school classes for that portion of mentally retarded 
children classified approximately as "trainable, 11 has led from the "wild boy 
of Avreyon" to the present hour as Massachusetts prepares to inaugurate a 
state-wide system of training or education for these children through the 
public schoals. 
From ancient neglect, through medieval tolerance, with no true under-
standing, recognition, or remedial efforts, t hese mentally deficient child-
ren existed until the scientific curiosity of Itard, about 1800, prompted 
him to attempt to educate an idiotic boy. 
The pioneering of Itard, Seguin, Montessori, and Deoroly, all physici-
ans, contributed to the glory of medical research and committed science to 
the continuing task of unraveling the mysteries of deficient mental endowment 
while alleviating the lot of the unfortunate victims. 
Horace Mann, Samuel Gridley Howe, and H.B.Wilbur were illustrious ~ 
ericans who influenced early progress. Seguin also worked in the United 
States. Later, 1'alter E. Fernald, Reverend S.Olin Garrison of Vineland, 
Henry H. Goddard of Vineland and Molly Woods Hare of Woods School, all did 
significant work and contributed to scientific knowledge. 
In 1905 an experimental psychologist, Alfred Binet of France, and his 
colleague, T. Simon, combined to present to the world the first objective at-
1 
tempt to measure intelligence, a concept which, refined and amplified, is 
the basis of the numerous testing techniques of the present time. Goddard 
brought the Binet-Simon tests to Vineland in 1910. 
Compulsory school attendance laws, starting in Massachusetts in 1852, 
finally effective on a national scale about 1900, focused the attention of 
public school authorities on the problem of mentally retarded children. 
The first class, in the public schools, for "educable" retarded was 
opened, in 1896, at Providence, Rhode Island and the innovation, under vari-
ous names, such as ''special" or "opportuni ty11 classes, rapidly spread. The 
difference between educable and trainable retarded is startlingly accentuated 
by the simple faot that Boston had a "special class" program in 1898 but did 
not similarly provide for its trainables, or "sub-specials," until 1947. 
Education of the retarded for many years was confined to the educable 
child and pedagogy srow a successive wave of philosophies, from the relief, 
through happiness, salvage and handwork, to the present realistic principle 
that suoh educational programs should be adapted to the learning ability of 11 
the children, with practical and less academic emphasis, to the end that they 
prove beneficial to the retarded themselves. It should be noted that these 
efforts had in view the essentially educable; it was generally held that the 
mere trainable were not the responsibility of public education, that the home 
or an institution should be concerned with them. As late as 1940, only six-
teen States had programs for any mentally retarded at all. 
Since 1940 a veritable educational revolution has been in progress and 
the trainable are the liberated ones of this movement. Medical, psychologi-
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cal, and parental influences have been the dynamic energizers, grounded in 
science, supported by philosophy, and rooted in democracy. Authorities who, 
only a few years earlier, had dismissed the trainables as irremediable and 
uneducable, were now guardedly rephrasing their opinions, suggesting that 
more scientific inquiry was necessary. There has been an increasing demand 
for specialized kn~;ledge, a rapidly growing literature, pilot projects, re-
thinking of accepted ideas, and constructive criticism of existing concepts 
and terminology. 
A brief survey of international, national, local, religious, educa-
tional and parental views discloses a practically unanimous democratic phil-
osophy which now holds that separation of children from their homes must not 
be encouraged, that trainables are entitled to protection, that they have 
' potential contributions to offer society, and that they are entitled to a 
chance to realize their potentialities. 
An inquiry by the writer, concluded in 1955, disclosed that twenty-
eight of our States had programs, state-lrlde or local, for trainable child-
ren, while seven of the remaining twenty States are actively considering 
legislation to establish such classes. 
The analysis of a generous sampling of current literature disclosed 
that the desirable goals for such public school classes for trainable child-
ren were generally held to include physical health, mental health embracing 
emotional security, personal adequacy and social competency, power of com-
1 munication, motor co-ordination, sensory training, leisure-time activity, 
intellectual development, pre-primary readiness, pre-occupational readiness, 
clinical education, evaluation systems and parent education. 
Many authorities contributed their views, in a wide variety of ex-
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pressions and terminology, but they essentially agreed that the ultimate 
goals were personal adequacy, social competency, and economic usefulness 
and any gains in these areas, extensive or limited, were valid accomplish-
ments and causes for further encouragement. 
The Woods Schools, in a 1954 report, revealed achievements in a shel-
tered workshop program that were definitely heartening and more than would 
have been expected a few years ago. 
Some cities, as Detroit, saw these trainable classes as proving or 
testing grounds and, after years of trial, would advance the children to 
regular special classes or drop them from the system. 
The analysis of desirable procedures revealed that the usual organi-
zational scheme and program commonly included sources of referral, identifi-
1 cation of child, organization of class, physical plant, teacher qualifica-
tions, the actual daily program or curriculum, and parent education as an 
1 integral part of the process. 
In addition to the customary features that would be included in the 
categories just stated, there are some that might be emphasized by a brief 
restatement at this point. 
Preliminary screening is a valuable technique. Evaluation should be 
the function of a professional team, including the educators and teacher. De-
,terminants of eligibility should be based on history, medical examination, 
physical tests, neurological examination, speech, hearing and vision tests, 
and psychologic and psychiatric tests. Exclusions should be based on beha-
vior detrimental to the group; own behavior affected adversely by the group; 
physical condition; mental, physical, and emotional maturation; mental ill-
ness; chronological age, if legally pertinent; and after trial period if 
child demonstrates unfitness for program. 
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The size of the class might run from six to eighteen pupils but ten 
appeared to be the modal number. Chronological ages ranged from four to 
~ twenty-one years, with sixteen years a generally accepted maximum. Mental 
ages, from one year and two months to three years and six months, at entrance, 
were noted. Minimal intelligence quotients were usually placed at twenty 
but some were as high as forty; the usual maximum was fifty. The length of 
the school day was fixed from one and one-half hours to a full day; Massach-
usetts requires two and one-half hours. 
The problem of grouping offered theoretical difficulties but, in prac-
tice, particularly in smaller communities, the theories are ignored. Clini-
cal type, chronological age, mental age and social maturity are essential 
factors. Some teachers get better results by mental age grouping and con-
ducting two classes each day, one advanced section making better progress in 
that manner . Brain-injured children require different teaching techniques, 
as Strauss has revealed, and they, together with emotionally disturbed class-
mates, do not really belong in the same group with the mongoloids but, in 
practice, the intake is considered too small to justify separate programs 
and teachers. 
All are agreed that the physical plan~ and equipment for the train-
able should be of the best, equal to that for the normal children, but there 
are still differences of opinion as to location, some advocating eleiD~ntary 
schools, others isolation in separate facilities, and still others special 
class centers. The best thinking holds that integration, not segregation, 
is more desirable. 
It is generally held that required qualifications for the teachers of 
these classes need clarification and research. A very recent study, in 
Washington, may influence improvements in this area. 
Parents of these trainable children stand in a unique position in re-
lation to the school in that they, too, are considered an integral part of 
the program and should be regularly and systematically advised, counseled, 
and consulted as well as informed of the progress or failure of their child-
ran. 
Just what is the national incidence of this problem? There is a 
wide range of differing opinion here and it almost seemed that every approx-
imation cited was different from every other one. An Illinois study of 
1954, recently released, placed the number at 2.3~ per thousand school child-
ren in that State, with 1.49 in the community and possibly eligible for this 
program; the remainder are presumably in public or private institutions. On 
the other hand, a Federal estimate, in "The Forward Look," finds one-half of 
one per cent as a reasonable basis for calculations of this factor. 
Some differences of opinion are still being expressed as to the desir-
ability or feasibility of public school classes for trainables at all, usual-
ly based on facilities, expense and teacher shortages but, for the moment at 
least, these objections are being held in check by the current demand. 
Some of the earlier wri tars, particularly in textbooks, were frankly 
dubious as to the desirability of these classes but a noticeable tre:nd, in 
the course of which some authorities seem to have qualified their earlier 
pessimism, is that much could be gained or that, at the very least, the ef-
·fort should be made. No doubt, the very strong pressure of parental groups 
on legislators and school committeemen, encouraged by liberal philosophy and 
the public press, has enlisted sufficient public support, particularly in ur-
ban areas, to compel educators, reluctant or not, to give attention and 
thought to the program. 
All articulate forces, such as educators, writers, theorists, scien-
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tists, and parents, appear to agree that the future will reveal the final 
answer and all seem to agree that the only equitable way to find out is to 
try it. 
The principal factor of discouragement to the dedicated, enthusiastic 
proponents of wide-spread public classes is the restricted scope of the 
problem and its consequent impact on the public mind. Limited local re-
sources will retard advances in many instances, particularly in rural, rela-
tively sparsely populated sections. 
Massachusetts will face up to this problem in 1955 and the results 
achieved may well help to determine the course of future progress. 
' . 
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APPENDIX 
Department of Education, 
City, 
State 
Gentlemen: 
17 Adanac Terrace, 
Dorchester, 24, Massachusetts, 
November 21, 195~ 
For the past six years I have taught, organized classes, 
and planned programs in the field of education of mentally retard-
ed children. For the past four years I have been teaching, in 
this special area, such classes at Quincy, Massachusetts. 
At present I am gathering all available information that 
will be pertinent for the preparation of my master's thesis at Bos-
ton University. I am investigating the philosophy, goals, and 
procedures in establishing classes for the trainable mentally re-
tarded. 
I shall appreciate any material that your Department may 
be able to furnish me concerning organization, room equipment, pro-
gramming or other data related to this subject. 
If I can be of similar service at any time, I shall be 
happy to reciprocate. 
Respectfully yours, 
(Mrs.) Dorothy A. Galligan 
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17 Adanao Terrace, 
Dorchester, 24, Massachusetts, 
January 19, 1955 
Department o~ Education, 
City, 
State 
Gentleman: 
Several months ago a copy ~~ the attached letter was 
sent to each o~ our forty-eight State Departments of Education. 
The results have been very grati~ying to me since more 
than eighty per cent of the States responded. A few States re-
ported no provisions to date. 
Possibly, due to the Christmas congestion o~ the mails, 
either my letter or your reply never reached its destination. 
In the interest o~ my research in the area o~ the 
trainable mentally retarded, would you be kind enough to ~ur­
nish me with the following i~ormation: 
1. Does your State provide education 
~or this group? 
2. If not, is there pending legislation 
concerning this group? 
Respect~lly yours, 
(Mrs.) Dorothy A. Galligan 
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